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Abstract

We have calculated the optimal shape, i.e. the length-to-width ratio of a bacterial cell, that allows a bacterial cell to move

most efficiently through liquid. For a cell of a given size, a minimum exists in the force required to move through any liquid

when the length of the cell is approx. 3.7 times greater than the width. As this is in approximate agreement with the observed

shape of bacteria such as the Enterobacteriaceae, we conjecture that the current observed shape of these bacteria may have

been determined, in part, to obtain the most efficient shape for moving through liquids. It is also found that spherical cells are

very inefficient in movement through liquid, while longer cells of a fixed size are still relatively efficient in moving through

liquids. Since the optimal shape is independent of actual size (within large bounds), it is further proposed that hydrodynamic

efficiency considerations support the proposal of constant shape over a range of sizes for rod-shaped bacteria.
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1. Introduction

After we ¢rst notice that rod-shaped bacteria are

somewhat longer than wide, we generally take no

more notice of exactly why the observed length-to-

width ratio is what it is. We now look more closely

at bacterial shape and ask the question: `Is there

some logical or evolutionary reason why rod-shaped

bacteria have the shape they do?' More speci¢cally

we ask, for example, why does Escherichia coli have

the shape it does? Why isn't it longer or shorter?

1.1. A priori considerations on cell shape

There are probably many reasons a cell is the

shape it is. Perhaps there are physical constraints,

such as the inability of peptidoglycan to bend in a

certain way, or limitations due to the requirement

that a cell accommodate its nucleoid. A bacterial

cell can optimize its growth e¤ciency by maintaining

a small size so that there is a relatively short distance

between the external source of nutrients and the cell

cytoplasm that will metabolize those nutrients. A

small cell size means that for a given mass there

will be a large surface-to-volume ratio, and thus an

e¤cient and rapid incorporation of external nu-

trients. By adjusting its shape, a cell can make this
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surface even more accessible to the external environ-

ment.

We do not propose to solve the entire problem of

cell shape here. What we would like to do is merely

to suggest one factor that may be important, and

present our calculations on the relationship of shape

to motility for rod-shaped organisms.

At the level of the single cell we can now ask what

shape would continue this maximization of external

resource utilization. As a ¢rst approximation we can

propose that a spherical cell, with a minimum sur-

face-to-volume ratio, is not optimal. Rather a £at or

thin cell would be better. If a sheet-like shape (or a

convoluted, wrinkled shape) is eliminated due to

considerations of peptidoglycan structure (i.e., the

peptidoglycan cannot bend in some particular

way), we would expect that cells would be most e¤-

cient, metabolically, as extremely long and thin cells.

Therefore, if increasing the surface to volume ratio

was the only consideration, we would expect cells to

tend to be very long and thin.

This, of course, is not the case. While Escherichia

coli is not round, it is also not very long. We may

imagine many reasons why cells are not extremely

long, and consequently, not extremely thin. First, if

a cell has a single compact genome, a very long, thin

cell would have a signi¢cant portion of its cytoplasm

a signi¢cant distance from the nucleoid. Ribosomes

that are distant from the nucleoid would rarely meet

a messenger RNA, and thus would be ine¤cient at

synthesizing protein. This would not be bene¢cial for

optimizing cell growth.

A second logical reason cells are not extremely

thin is that the genome, in the light microscope, ap-

pears relatively compact. If it is compact, and rela-

tively spherical, then this compact genome, in its

approximately spherical shape, would not be com-

patible with a thin cell. If localized bulges are ruled

out, then the thinnest a cell could be would be no

thinner than a cell with a width able to contain a

compact nucleoid.

Finally, there may be structural reasons for not

allowing an extremely thin shape, such as the impos-

sibility of having a pole region with a curvature that

would allow a thin cell. If the radius of curvature at

the end of a cell cannot be smaller than a certain

value, this would preclude cells below a certain

width. Of course, this last argument would only

mean that small cells would have a minimum thin-

ness, while large cells should be able to be as thin as

small cells. This would argue that cells would have a

constant thinness, the minimum, and larger cells

(such as those found in rich media) would be ex-

tremely long. Since cell shape is relatively constant,

this argument is probably not valid.

1.2. Hydrodynamic considerations and cell shape

Let us now turn to a di¡erent type of considera-

tion to understand cell shape, that of hydrodynamic

e¤ciency. We have looked at the relationship of

shape to the ability of a motile organism to move

through water, and have modi¢ed the initial question

to: `Is there some optimal bacterial shape that is

most e¤cient for motility through water?' When

the analysis is performed in the proper manner, we

¢nd an optimal shape exists. Most gratifying, the

optimal shape calculated is similar to that found by

microscopic examination. The results imply that cell
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Fig. 2. Calculations of F, the force to required to move a rod-

shaped cell through liquid, for various values of R (R=a/b),

where a is the length in the long axis and b is the width of the

cell). Note that there is a minimum at approx. 3.7. When

R=136, the value of F is the same as for an R of 1.0.

Fig. 1. Comparison of elongation of cells with constant diameter

and with constant size. With a given, ¢xed diameter, the least re-

sistance is given by the most spherical cell. With constant size,

there is an optimum shape that is elongated, with a larger sur-

face area but a smaller cross-sectional face.
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shape should be quite constant over a range of cell

sizes.

Consider a spherical bacterium. It has a certain

resistance to movement through liquid. This is given

by the force, F, required to move the bacterium

through water at a given velocity. The resistance is

due to two components; one component is the fore-

aft pressure di¡erence across the bacterium (which

leads to pressure drag), and the other component

comes from the friction of the cell's movement

through a viscous medium (the surface drag). Pres-

sure drag is proportional to the cell's projected area,

while surface drag is proportional to the total surface

area of the cell. Now consider that we enlarge this

bacterium into a rod-shaped cell while keeping the

diameter (cross-sectional area) constant (upper part

of Fig. 1). We assume the bacterium is moving

through the liquid in a direction parallel to the

long axis of the cell. Since the projected cross-sec-

tional area is constant, and since the surface area is

minimal in the coccus or sphere-shaped cell, we

would expect that the resistance would continuously

increase and no optimum rod-shape (with regard to

the resistance property) would be obtained. The min-

imum F would be found for the initial sphere-shaped

cell.

The mass of a bacterial cell is determined, in some

way, by the cell mass or volume at initiation of DNA

replication [1]. Given that the mass of the cell is

determined by factors independent of those deter-

mining shape, we can rephrase the problem and in-

vestigate how the e¤ciency of movement through

liquid changes when the shape changes with a cell

constrained to a constant volume or mass (lower

part of Fig. 1). Again consider a spherical cell that

is successively lengthened, only this time as the cell

elongates it must get thinner in order to preserve the

constraint of constant mass. Here we have the cross-

sectional area decreasing and the length or total sur-

face area increasing. The decreasing cross-sectional

area, by itself, leads to a lower F value, and the

increasing surface area (because the minimum

surface of a given volume is produced by a sphere)

by itself, produces more surface drag that leads to

a larger F value. We can now ask whether for

these cells there is some optimum shape with a mini-

mum F value. We ¢nd that there exists such a mini-

mum.

2. Results

The volume of a prolate ellipsoid is

V � �4=3�Za3�1=R�
2

�1�

where a is one half of the long axis length of the

ellipsoid and R is the ratio of this long axis to the

minor axis; i.e., R is the aspect ratio for the bacte-

rium.

The force required to push an ellipsoid through

water parallel to its long axis is (to a ¢rst order

approximation) [2]:

F � Wu4Za=��ln�2R��31=2� �2�

where W is the dynamic viscosity and u is velocity,

and a and R are as de¢ned in Eq. 1. [It should be

realized that Eq. 2 is a ¢rst order approximation

which can be re¢ned with higher order approxima-

tions that are available (see [2]). But this added com-

plexity does not change the fundamental conclusions

reached here regarding the relationship of size,

shape, and motility. The ¢rst order approximation

used here may also be found in [3].

Solving Eq. 1 for a in terms of volume, V, and

inserting that into Eq. 2, we see that

F � Wu4Z�3V=4Z�1=3W�R
2=3=��ln�2R��31=2�� �3�

Thus, for any given W, u, and V, the force (F) is

given by:

F � kW�R
2=3=��ln�2R��31=2�� �4�

If we evaluate the di¡erential of F with respect to

R, and rearrange the terms, we ¢nd

dF=dR � ��2=3WkR
31=3

�W�ln 2R32��=�ln 2R31=2�2

�5�

Solving for R when dF/dR is a minimum by setting

dF/dR in Eq. 5 equal to zero, the only solution oc-

curs when (ln 2R32)=0, thus,

ln 2R�Fmin�
� 2 �6�

and

R�Fmin�
� e

2=2 �7�
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and thus

R
�Fmin�

� 3:6945 �8�

Therefore, the function (Eq. 4) has a minimum at

approximately R=3.7. This is shown graphically in

Fig. 2. At the minimum the rod-shaped cell is ap-

proximately 5 times more e¤cient at motility than a

spherical cell of the same mass or volume. Not until

the length of a cell is 136 times the width (a very long

¢lamentous cell) does the resistance (given as F)

reach that of the original sphere. The force increases

rapidly for R6 3.7 and more slowly for Rs 3.7.

Thus, long, thin bacteria may not be very ine¤cient

in movement through liquid, but short round bacte-

ria are much less e¤cient in motility.

Measurements of the shape of E. coli over a wide

range of growth rates have been summarized (Table

6-1 in [1]), and an average of all of the shapes pre-

sented there is 3.93. This matches very well with the

calculated optimal shape presented here. The evi-

dence in this table also supports the proposal that

over a range of growth rates the shape of the E. coli

is relatively constant.

3. Discussion

It is satisfying to observe that the calculations per-

formed here indicate that the optimum bacterial

shape is approximately that found in nature. The

calculation has only been presented for the idealized

case of a prolate ellipsoid moving in the direction of

its axis. A more accurate calculation would use the

idealization of the cell as a cylinder capped by two

hemispheres.

The calculation presented here constrained cells to

be of constant mass as shape varied. This is more

akin to comparing apples with apples because the

size of the cell is determined by the need to have a

certain mass at initiation of DNA replication. That

is, the shape of the cell is determined within the

constraint of a particular cell size which is deter-

mined by the rate of growth. (For a detailed analysis

of this proposal, see [1].) When the calculation is

performed with constant size constraints (i.e., calcu-

lating the optimal shape for a given size as we vary

the shape), we ¢nd that the optimum shape of the

bacterial cell is a length-to-width ratio of 3.7. This is

similar to that found by measurements.

Ideally, one would want calculate the optimal

shape for cells growing from one length (at birth)

to twice that length (at division) and with all lengths

in between. The optimum would be determined by

integrating the F value over all ages during the divi-

sion cycle. In the absence of this calculation, we

suggest that the initial results shown here are quite

satisfying, and are not likely to be signi¢cantly

changed by a more extensive calculation over a range

of cell ages.

It has been proposed that the shape (de¢ned as the

ratio of length to width) of a given bacterial cell such

as E. coli is constant or invariant even though there

may be growth rate determined changes in cell size

[1]. That is, for a given cell (speci¢cally, E. coli in the

original analysis) the length-to-width ratio is con-

stant while cells change their size with growth rate.

Here we show that from hydrodynamic considera-

tions there is an optimal shape irrespective of cell

size. Since there is no reason to imagine that the

condition of optimality varies for cells of slightly

di¡erent sizes, the analysis presented here may be

taken as oblique support for the initial and experi-

mentally supported proposal of constant shape for a

bacterial cell [1]. Cells have a constant shape because

the optimality conditions for motility are independ-

ent of cell size.

Motility considerations may not be the only deter-

minant of cell shape. We realize that there may be

many other reasons why cells are the shape they are.

Di¡erent strains of E. coli do exhibit slightly di¡er-

ent shapes. There may be constraints of peptidogly-

can structure, constraints of enzymology, constraints

on the biosynthesis of the cell structures, as well as

other, unknown aspects of cell chemistry. Also, var-

ious historical and ecological conditions may have

altered cells and compromised the ideal shape. We

would note that at the region of the minimum, there

is a broad range where variations from the minimum

have little e¡ect on motility. Thus, other considera-

tions of growth and evolution may modify di¡erent

strains of E. coli without compromising the basic

considerations outlined here. Even more to the point,

di¡erent bacteria may have di¡erent shapes. The hy-

drodynamic calculation presented here is not meant

to be the ¢nal explanation of shape. Rather, we be-
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lieve that shape is determined by the interaction of a

large number of factors, physical, environmental,

chemical, and energetic, and it is the integration of

all of these factors that determines the ¢nal shape.

Here we merely point out that the calculated optimal

shape is close to that observed for a well-studied

organism, and furthermore that this shape is pro-

posed to be independent of cell size. Thus, the hy-

drodynamic considerations alone suggest that shape

would be constant. That such a constancy of shape is

found [1] is gratifying but in no way can it be taken

as a proof that the shape is determined by hydro-

dynamic considerations alone.

What we wish to conjecture here is that the ob-

served shape of cells is consistent with the proposal

that this shape has evolved, in part, because of its

greater e¤ciency in motility. Further, these consid-

erations would lead to the expectation that cells

would exhibit a constant shape as size varied due

to growth conditions.
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